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Ontology diffBiomedical ontologies are a critical component in biomedical research and practice. As an ontology
evolves, its structure and content change in response to additions, deletions and updates. When editing
a biomedical ontology, small local updates may affect large portions of the ontology, leading to
unintended and potentially erroneous changes. Such unwanted side effects often go unnoticed since
biomedical ontologies are large and complex knowledge structures. Abstraction networks, which provide
compact summaries of an ontology’s content and structure, have been used to uncover structural irreg-
ularities, inconsistencies and errors in ontologies. In this paper, we introduce Diff Abstraction Networks
(‘‘Diff AbNs’’), compact networks that summarize and visualize global structural changes due to ontology
editing operations that result in a new ontology release. A Diff AbN can be used to support curators in
identifying unintended and unwanted ontology changes. The derivation of two Diff AbNs, the Diff Area
Taxonomy and the Diff Partial-area Taxonomy, is explained and Diff Partial-area Taxonomies are derived
and analyzed for the Ontology of Clinical Research, Sleep Domain Ontology, and eagle-i Research
Resource Ontology. Diff Taxonomy usage for identifying unintended erroneous consequences of quality
assurance and ontology merging are demonstrated.
 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction include importing one or more upper level ontologies, e.g., theOntologies are becoming increasingly important in the domain
of biomedicine. Biomedical ontologies support interdisciplinary
research [1,2], information retrieval [1,2], knowledge management
[3–6], natural language processing (NLP) [7–9], and annotation
[10], among other applications [1,11]. A biomedical ontology needs
to cover the knowledge, expressed as classes, relationships, attri-
butes, and axioms, of its domain. The structure of a biomedical
ontology continually evolves as its content goes through cycles of
editing, e.g., adding new domain-speciﬁc knowledge or importing
additional knowledge from other ontologies. Classes, relationships,
etc., are added, deleted, or updated. Each of these modiﬁcations
affects the knowledge represented in the ontology.
A typical ontologywill go throughseveral stagesof evolution. The
early stage involves the initial design of the ontology, which mayBasic Formal Ontology (BFO) [12]. The later stages involve its main-
tenance, including periodic updates, which incorporate newly avail-
able knowledge into the ontology. Two or more ontologiesmay also
be merged together, creating a new ontology that includes the
knowledge from all of the source ontologies. Ontology merging is a
complicatedprocesswhich can lead tomanydifferent kinds of prob-
lems, including entity redundancy, entity name conﬂicts, class hier-
archy redundancy, and dangling references [13], in addition to
severe errors, e.g., wrong or missing parents, incorrect domains or
ranges in object properties. To ensure the correctness of themerging
process an ontology curator needs a high level view of all of the
changes that occur. During its evolution, an ontology may also go
through stages of quality assurance (QA),where errors and inconsis-
tencies are identiﬁed and corrected. During each of the various
stages, the ontology goes through numerous release cycles, where
changes are made from one release to the next.
The problem is that while such changes are intended to extend
the ontology’s knowledge or to correct previously discovered prob-
lems, they may have unintended, and potentially erroneous, conse-
quences. In particular, a QA phase may introduce new errors, while
Fig. 1b. The subhierarchy from OCRe Version 258, after several editing operations
were applied to the classes of (a).
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the perception that the change is fulﬁlling its desired purpose of
correcting errors. Sometimes, undesired changes may have broad
effects, yet they still might go undetected because the curator
‘‘cannot see the forest for the trees.’’
Not all editing operations affect an ontology in the same way.
While adding a new leaf class will have no global impact, changing
the domain of an object property may affect the deﬁnition of hun-
dreds of classes. Similarly, modifying superclass axioms may lead
to unintended object property inheritance. Having a global view
of all of the changes that result from a series of editing operations
is important for ontology maintenance. Ontology editing tools,
such as Protégé [14], typically show an ontology as an indented
hierarchy of classes. A curator can see only a few classes, or one
class with its properties, at a time. It is difﬁcult for a curator to
identify the overall impact of an editing phase. To ﬁnd all of the
changes, a curator would have to check every potentially affected
class, which is impractical for large ontologies.
Fig. 1(a) illustrates an indented hierarchy for an excerpt of 18
classes from the Entity hierarchy of the Ontology of Clinical
Research (OCRe), Release 244 [15]. Fig. 1(b) shows the same
excerpt, from a later release. Clearly, a series of editing operations
were applied between these two releases. While the hierarchical
changes are easy to identify in this small example, it is not possible
to see other changes, e.g., changes in object property inheritance. To
identify unwanted changes, a curator would have to directly com-
pare each version’s class deﬁnitions, which is a time-consuming
process. If there are dozens or hundreds of classes in the ontology
then this manual comparison process is not practical.
Whenever working with different versions of a document,
whether it contains a diagram, plain text or an ontology, it is
important to be able to identify changes between them.
UNIX-based operating systems have the ‘‘diff’’ tool for this purpose
[16]. For ontologies, the problem of identifying individual changes
between two ontology versions has been extensively studied.
PromptDiff [17], OWLDiff [18], and ContentCVS [19], among others,
identify individual ontology changes in support of collaborative
development and version control [20]. However, these tools show
individual differences as a list or in an indented hierarchy. If there
are hundreds of changes (both explicit and implicit) between two
ontology versions, then the amount of difference information
becomes overwhelming and unintended changes will likely remainFig. 1a. A subhierarchy of 18 classes taken from OCRe Version 244, as shown in
Protégé.undiscovered. In the Background section we illustrate an excerpt of
an ontology diff, using Protégé’s [14] ‘‘Compare Ontologies’’ tool,
for the two releases of OCRe shown in Fig. 1.
By summarizing, in a compact way, the changes that occur
between any two releases, either consecutive or not, of an ontology
wemay be able to detect unintended consequences of changes, due
to the compact representation of the summary diff, and take steps
to correct erroneous or undesired side effects of those changes.
In this paper, we introduce a new innovative structural diff
technique called a Diff Abstraction Network (‘‘Diff AbN’’), for sum-
marizing and visualizing differences between two versions of an
ontology. A Diff AbN summarizes the difference in structure and
content between two ontology releases. Unlike traditional ontol-
ogy diff methods, which typically identify axiom changes for indi-
vidual classes and properties, a Diff AbN shows the overall impact
on the whole ontology, summarizing many explicit and implicit
structural changes in a compact visualization. Thus, using a com-
pact Diff AbN, an ontology curator can identify the global changes
that result from her editing operations. By identifying unintended
consequences of changes during the ontology development pro-
cess, fewer errors will be introduced into the released ontology.
Two types of Diff AbNs, the Diff Area Taxonomy and the more
reﬁned Diff Partial-area Taxonomy, are described and applied to
three OWL-format ontologies: the Ontology of Clinical Research
(OCRe) [15], the Sleep Domain Ontology (SDO) [21], and the
eagle-i Research Resource Ontology (ERO) [22]. These ontologies
are used to illustrate how diff taxonomies can be applied in differ-
ent stages of ontology evolution. OCRe and SDO both previously
[23,24] underwent a QA phase which identiﬁed several errors.
ERO was recently merged [25] with the VIVO ontology [26].
Observations by the ontology curators about how the diff tax-
onomies reﬂect occurrences and unintended consequences in the
QA and merging phases are reported and the DPATs are compared
to the output of a traditional ontology diff.
2. Background
2.1. Ontology diff approaches
A ‘‘diff’’ is a comparison method that identiﬁes the differences
between two versions of a ﬁle. Difference detection is important
for tracking content evolution and version control. Hunt and
McIlroy [16] developed the diff utility for detecting differences
between text ﬁles. However, the textual diff approach generally
does not work well for identifying structural changes between
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deﬁne a structure for individual ontology elements (e.g., classes,
properties) they do not specify an order in which instances of each
element will appear. For example, an OWL ﬁle that deﬁnes a class A
and then another class B represents the same ontology as an OWL
ﬁle that deﬁnes class B and then class A. Thus, the same ontology
can be deﬁned using two or more different textual representations.
Noy et al. [20] discuss the importance of detecting changes during
ontology evolution.
To overcome this problem, various structural diff approaches
have been developed. Instead of identifying the textual changes in
OWL ﬁles, a structural diff identiﬁes individual axiom changes
between two ontology versions. Noy and Musen [17] developed
PromptDiff, a ﬁxed point algorithm that uses heuristic matchers to
compare the axioms of two ontologies. Kremen et al. [18] developed
OWLDiff, an open source application for comparingOWLontologies.
Jiménez-Ruiz et al. [19] describe a structural diff approach in sup-
port of collaborative ontology development. Goncalves et al. [29]
discuss Ecco, a diff tool that uses structural and semantic tech-
niques. Redmond and Noy [30] discuss the OWL Difference Engine,
an open source tool for comparing OWL ontologies.
Fig. 2 provides an example of a structural diff created using
Protégé’s ‘‘Compare Ontologies’’ tool, which is based on the OWL
Difference Engine. Entities (e.g., classes or object properties) that
have been added, removed or modiﬁed are shown on the left.
Clicking on an entity shows which axioms were changed. In the
example of Fig. 2, on the right, the domain of the object property
duration in the Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe) changed from
Time interval to Relative time point or Time interval. Additionally, an
annotation associated with the object property was also changed.
The view provided by Protégé’s compare ontologies tool, and
similar ontology diff tools, enables the review of individual local
changes. However, this view does not allow a curator to see the
global impact of each change, which is important for discovering
unintended and undesired modiﬁcations.2.2. Abstraction networks
An abstraction network (‘‘AbN’’) is a compact network that
summarizes the knowledge in an ontology. An AbN is a hierarchical
network (allowing multiple parents), which consists of nodes and
links. Nodes summarize groups of ‘‘similar’’ classes, where the def-
inition of similar depends on the ontology and the type of AbN
being derived. Every class in an ontology is summarized by at least
one node. Links between nodes summarize the hierarchicalFig. 2. An example of an ontology diff taken from Protégé’s ‘‘Compare Orelationships between the groups of similar classes. For a review
on AbNs, see [31].
To better support ontology QA for the biomedical ﬁeld, we intro-
duced a family-based QA approach [32] for the ontologies in the
NCBO BioPortal [33]. BioPortal is currently the largest repository of
biomedical ontologies. Most ontologies in BioPortal are released in
OWL [27] or OBO [28] format, which provide a standard framework
for ontology development. He et al. [32] categorized 186 BioPortal
ontologies into families according to the types of structural features
used to deﬁne their classes. The structural features used included
object properties, data properties, and subclass conﬁgurations, all
of which are utilized in the deﬁnitions of some ontologies.
We have developed different kinds of AbNs by focusing on com-
mon structural features. Each AbN is applicable to many ontologies
that have similar structures. Using object properties, we developed
the area taxonomy AbN and the more detailed partial-area taxon-
omy AbN for OWL and OBO format ontologies. We successfully
used these taxonomies [23,24,32,34] to:
(1) summarize the Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe) [15],
the Sleep Domain Ontology (SDO) [21], the Drug Discovery
Investigations Ontology (DDI) [35], and the Cancer
Chemoprevention Ontology (CanCo) [36],
(2) support QA for these ontologies.
An object property deﬁnes a directed binary relationship
between two sets of classes, enabling (but not requiring) their
respective instances to be related. Using an example from OCRe,
the object property hasMember has a domain Organization and a
range Person. This means that when an instance A is related to
another instance B via a hasMember object property, then A is an
instance of Organization, and B is an instance of Person.
One way of determining an object property’s domain is analyz-
ing its rdfs:domain axiom(s). In OWL, rdfs:domain links an object
property to an OWL class. The OWL class(es) within the rdfs:do-
main are the domain of the object property. For OCRe [15] and
CanCo [36] we used this approach to derive domain-deﬁned
partial-area taxonomies. While rdfs:domain axioms may contain
any kind of class expression (e.g., unions of classes), in our current
study we consider each class used in the domain individually.
Another way of determining the domain of an object property is
its use in property restrictions. In OWL, an owl:Restriction axiom
consists of a property, a constraint, e.g., value constraints like
someValuesFrom or allValuesFrom, and range class(es). In OWL,
restrictions are treated as anonymous classes. When an OWL classntologies’’ tool, with the modiﬁed object property duration selected.
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to the domain of r’s object property. For SDO [21] and DDI [34] we
used restrictions to derive restriction-deﬁned partial-area tax-
onomies. In the current study we consider all restrictions, regard-
less of their constraint type.
Fig. 3(a) illustrates the hierarchy of classes from Fig. 1(a), along
with the object properties that are used to deﬁne these classes. The
complete Entity hierarchy consists of 120 classes and uses 75 dif-
ferent object property types. Classes are drawn as labeled boxes
and superclass relationships are shown as upward directed arrows.
Classes that are within the domain of a particular set of object
properties (explicitly or implicitly) are shown in a colored, dashed
bubble. For example, the classes Entity, Information Entity,
Expression Data value, and Time point are in the domain of the
object properties has part and part of, and are enclosed by a dark
gray bubble. The classes Arm and Epoch are within the domain of
has part and part of by inheritance from Entity and they also intro-
duce another object property, is division of. Thus, they are grouped
separately (by the green bubble) from the classes that are in the
domain of only has part and part of.
We deﬁne an area as the set of all classes that are in the domain
of a given set of object properties. Classes in an area may explicitly
be in the domain of an object property (e.g., Organization is explic-
itly in the domain of hasMember) or may be a descendant of a class
which is explicitly in the domain, meaning the class is implicitly in
the property’s domain due to inheritance. The set of object prop-
erty labels is used to name the area. Areas serve as the nodes in
an area taxonomy, which provides an object-property-focused
summary of an ontology. A root of an area is a class that has no
superclasses in the same area; none of a root’s parents are in the
same set of object property domains as the root itself. Areas may
be multi-rooted. Within an area taxonomy, areas are hierarchically
connected by child-of links that are derived from the ontology’s
subclass hierarchy. An area A is a child-of another area B if a root
class in A has a superclass in B. Areas are disjoint; every class in
the ontology is summarized by exactly one area.
Fig. 3(b) shows the area taxonomy for the classes in Fig. 3(a).
The ﬁve classes within the domain of has part and part of are
now summarized by an area named after that object property
set. Furthermore, each area is labeled with the number of classes
it summarizes. Child-of links are shown as arrows between areas.
Areas are organized into color-coded levels based on their numbers
of object properties. Areas with more object properties are at lower
levels in the diagram. Levels are numbered according to theEntity
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Fig. 3. (a) The excerpt of 18 classes from Fig. 1(a) shown as a diagram, using bubbles to id
hierarchy of classes in (a). (c) The partial-area taxonomy for the hierarchy of classes innumber of object properties for the areas in the level, thus lower
levels in the diagram have higher level numbers.
Each root of an area deﬁnes a partial-area, which is the set of
classes consisting of this root and all of its descendants in that area.
Partial-areas serve as the nodes for the partial-area taxonomy, which
summarizes classes that are both structurally and semantically sim-
ilar. Partial-areas are connectedby child-of links based on the under-
lying superclass relationships. A partial-area A is a child-of another
partial-area B if a parent of A’s root is summarized by the
partial-area B. Partial-areas are not necessarily disjoint. If a class
hasmultiple parents it may be summarized by several partial-areas.
Fig. 3(c) illustrates the partial-area taxonomy for the excerpt of
classes in Fig. 3(a). Partial-areas are represented as white boxes
within the colored area boxes and each partial area is labeled using
the deﬁning root’s name. Child-of links are shown as thin arrows.
The number of classes summarized by a partial-area is shown
below the name of the partial area. For example, the
multi-rooted area {has part, part of, is division of} has two
partial-areas, Arm and Epoch, each summarizing one class. OCRe’s
structure is characterized by singly-rooted areas. The complete
partial-area taxonomy for OCRe, with 23 partial-areas in 21 areas
was derived [23].
2.3. Abstraction networks in support of ontology quality assurance
In previous studies [23,24,32,34,37,38] we demonstrated how
partial-area taxonomies can support the quality assurance of
ontologies. As described in Ochs et al. [23], taxonomy-based qual-
ity assurance involves reviewing a partial-area taxonomy to see if
it conforms to the original conception that the designer of the
ontology had. For example, one can see if the various
partial-areas indeed have the correct sets of object properties.
Such a review can be done by an individual who is familiar with
the content and structure of the ontology. This methodology was
successfully used to uncover and correct errors in, e.g., OCRe
[15], SDO [21], GO [39], NCIt [40], CanCo [36], and DDI [35].
Due to their importance for this paper, we now brieﬂy describe
some results from the taxonomy-based QA reviews of OCRe and
SDO. For OCRe, we reviewed the Entity hierarchy, which consisted
of 120 classes. The taxonomy-based review of this hierarchy iden-
tiﬁed several signiﬁcant modeling errors [23]. Two examples
include the erroneous inclusion of 33 statistical classes due to
incorrect domains for the object properties has dependent variable
and has independent variable and an erroneous subclassn
tion
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errors were corrected by OCRe’s curator (and a co-author) (ST)
and a new version of OCRe was released.
In [24] we performed a preliminary QA review of the SDO’s
Entity hierarchy, together with the curator of the SDO (SA), also a
co-author of the current paper. The partial-area taxonomy for the
hierarchy was reviewed and several modeling errors were identi-
ﬁed, e.g., duplicate classes and incorrectly assigned object property
domains. For example, we identiﬁed two pairs of duplicate classes,
two clinical ﬁnding classes (both imported, one from OGMS [41]
and the other from BioTop [42]) and the classes clinical diagnosis
and diagnosis. To remove the duplicate classes, equivalence was
established between the classes of each pair.
Correcting the various errors led to signiﬁcant structural
changes in the SDO. While a relatively small number of axioms
were edited to ﬁx these errors, hundreds of classes were implicitly
affected due to these changes. When we manually compared the
taxonomy for SDO before the errors were corrected and the taxon-
omy after the corrections were in place, (SA) was surprised at the
extent of modiﬁcations to the partial-area taxonomy and could
not obtain an adequate display, focusing on those changes, by
using the diff view provided in Protégé [14].3. Methods
Given two releases of an ontology, Ofrom and Oto, we deﬁne a
new kind of abstraction network, called a Diff Abstraction
Network (‘‘Diff AbN’’), to summarize and visualize, in a compact
way, the global structural changes that occurred when moving
from Ofrom to Oto due to editing operations. While previously devel-
oped AbNs focused on summarizing the content and structure of a
single ontology release, the Diff AbN approach supports the reﬂec-
tion of which structural changes occurred between two ontology
releases, and which classes in the ontology were affected by each
change, by summarizing the changes that affect groups of struc-
turally similar classes.
We will now describe, in detail, the derivation of two Diff AbNs:
the Diff Area Taxonomy (DAT) and the Diff Partial-area Taxonomy
(DPAT). A diff area taxonomy summarizes and visualizes the struc-
tural changes between Ofrom and Oto. A Diff Partial-area Taxonomy
reﬁnes the diff area taxonomy by summarizing and visualizing
both structural and semantic changes to the subhierarchies of
classes in each area. Object properties are an important structural
feature used in the deﬁnition of many ontologies’ classes [32], thus,Information 
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Fig. 4. The excerpt of classes, after corrections (from Release 258)it is important to identify the changes that occurred to the sets of
object properties used to deﬁne the ontology’s classes.
Various types of editing operations can alter the structure of an
ontology, and thus, alter the area taxonomy and partial-area taxon-
omy derived from it. Any editing operation that affects object prop-
erty introduction or inheritance for a set of classes will affect the
taxonomies derived for the ontology. Some examples (labeled
E1–E4) include: (E1) Adding or removing a class from an object
property’s domain; (E2) Adding or removing an object property
from the ontology; (E3) Adding or removing a class from an ontol-
ogy; (E4) Adding or removing a superclass axiom from a class.
Multiple editing operations may be applied to a given class.
As discussed in Background, we previously [23] performed a QA
review of OCRe’s Entity hierarchy using a partial-area taxonomy.
The QA review identiﬁed errors in OCRe’s modeling. To ﬁx the
identiﬁed errors, OCRe’s curators made signiﬁcant changes and a
new version of OCRe was released. To illustrate the derivation of
the diff taxonomies, we will use an excerpt of classes from the ver-
sion of OCRe we reviewed for errors (Version 244, Fig. 3(a)) and the
corresponding excerpt for the version released after all of the
uncovered errors were corrected (Version 258, Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 illustrates the corresponding class hierarchy of Fig. 1(b),
obtained from Fig. 3(a) after several editing operations. Four
classes have been removed from the hierarchy: Population, Cox
regression, Univariate analysis, and Dependent variable ordinal.
Three classes have been added: Organism collection, Cohort popula-
tion, and Arm population. Outcome analysis speciﬁcation was
removed from the domain of two object properties and Relative
time point is no longer a subclass of Time interval, thus it is no
longer in the domain of has start time and has stop time. Note that
these object property changes, responsible for the removal of the
four classes, are not reﬂected in Fig. 1(b).3.1. Diff Area Taxonomy (DAT)
A Diff Area Taxonomy (DAT) is a Diff AbN that summarizes the
structural changes between two different versions of an ontology
(i.e., additions, deletions, and modiﬁcations to sets of classes with
the same set of object properties). The input of a DAT consists of
two ontologies Ofrom and Oto and the output consists of a compact,
visual summary of the structural changes that occurred between
Ofrom to Oto. To detect the changes to all inferable axioms in the
ontology a reasoner, e.g., HermiT [43], should be applied to both
Ofrom and Oto.Entity
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corresponding to the excerpt of Fig. 1(b), shown as a diagram.
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ties (both introduced and inherited) used to deﬁne each class in
Ofrom and Oto. Classes and object properties that are added or
removed between Ofrom and Oto are also identiﬁed. The sets of
object properties used to deﬁne each class in Ofrom and Oto are then
compared. Four kinds of Diff Areas are created based on the identi-
ﬁed differences, as follows. These diff areas are used to summarize
the structural changes that occurred between Ofrom and Oto.
(a) An Introduced Area indicates a set of object properties for
which there exists a set of one or more classes in their
domains Oto but no such class exists in Ofrom. The classes
summarized by an introduced area display a new object
property structure in the ontology. An introduced area may
summarize a set of classes that previously were in the
domains of a different set of object properties in Ofrom, or
they are newly added classes, or both.
(b) A Removed Area indicates a particular set of object properties
for which a non-empty set of classes exists in their domains
in Ofrom but no such class exists in Oto. The classes that were
previously summarized by a removed area are now in the
domains of a different set of object properties in Oto or were
removed from the ontology.
(c) The third kind is a Modiﬁed Area. A modiﬁed area exists for
both versions of the ontology, i.e., there is a set of object
properties A in both versions of the ontology whose domains
contain some set of classes (though the set is not the same
and one set is not necessarily a subset of the other). If the
set of classes in the domain of A in Ofrom is different the set
of classes in the domain of A in Oto, then the area named after
A is said to be a modiﬁed area. Classes that were originally
summarized by a modiﬁed area in Ofrom may be summarized
by different areas in Oto if they were added or removed from
A, or the classes may have been removed from the ontology.
(d) If the set of classes in the domains of A is the same in Ofrom
and Oto then it is an Unmodiﬁed Area.
Given two releases of an ontology, Ofrom and Oto, we deﬁne ATfrom
as the area taxonomyderived forOfrom and PATfrom as the partial-area
taxonomy derived for Ofrom. ATto and PATto are similarly deﬁned for
Oto. These deﬁnitions are used to simplify the deﬁnitions of DAT
(and later, DPAT) elements. For example, an introduced area can
alternatively be deﬁned as an area A which exists in ATto but not in
ATfrom and a modiﬁed area can be deﬁned as an area A which exists
in both ATfrom and ATto but summarizes a different set of classes in
each version. We will use these deﬁnitions to shorten and simplify
the descriptions throughout the remainder of this paper.
In regards to the child-of links between areas that summarize
the class hierarchy, a child-of is called an introduced child-of if it
exists between two areas in ATto but not in ATfrom. Similarly a
child-of is called a removed child-of if it exists between two areas
in ATfrom but not in ATto. A child-of is an unmodiﬁed child-of if it
exists between the same two areas in ATfrom and in ATto.
Additionally, we deﬁne the following rules: (1) All of the child-of
links sourced at an introduced area are introduced child-ofs; (2)
All of the child-of links sourced from a removed area are removed
child-ofs. We note that modiﬁed areas and unmodiﬁed areas may
have introduced, removed, or unmodiﬁed child-ofs. Note that
child-of links cannot be modiﬁed because a child-of link either
existed or did not exist in ATfrom.
A DAT is represented as a compact hierarchical network of diff
area nodes connected by child-of links based on the subclass hier-
archies in Ofrom and Oto. In a DAT, all areas are shown, including
removed areas which summarize no classes in ATto.
The OCRe DAT, shown in Fig. 5, captures the structural changes
between the ontology excerpt of Figs. 3(a) and 4.If the number of classes summarized by an area changes
between Ofrom and Oto, e.g. the area {has part, part of, has element}
summarizes four classes in ATfrom but six in ATto, then the change
is noted using an arrow from the old number to the new number
(i.e., 4 Classes? 6 Classes). A brief textual summary of the modiﬁ-
cations in the area is shown under the number of classes summa-
rized by the area. For example, the area {has part, part of, has
element} indicates that one class was removed from the ontology
(‘‘1 Class Removed’’) and three classes were added to the ontol-
ogy (‘‘+3 New Classes’’) (see right green box in Fig. 5). In addition
to ‘‘new’’ and ‘‘removed,’’ a third label, ‘‘modiﬁed’’, indicates if
one or more classes that existed in both Ofrom and Oto were modi-
ﬁed and moved from one area to another, e.g., Relative time point
went from the removed area {has part, part of, duration, has start
time, has stop time, has anchor time, has offset} (‘‘1 Class
Modiﬁed’’) to the introduced area {has part, part of, duration, has
anchor time, has offset} (‘‘+1 Class Modiﬁed’’).
Ontology editing operations have various effects. For example,
removing the superclass axiom (E4) between Relative time point
and Time interval resulted in Relative time point being summarized
by a different area, {has part, part of, duration, has anchor time, has
offset} (Level 5).
The diff areas {has part, part of, has analysis method, has analysis
type} (Level 4) and {has part, part of, duration, has anchor time, has
offset} (Level 5) are introduced areas marked with a green border;
they exist in ATto but did not exist in ATfrom. In this example, the
introduced areas in Fig. 5 summarize classes that were summa-
rized by different areas in ATfrom (Fig. 3(b)). This indicates a change
in the object property structure of these classes (due to E1and E4,
respectively) and they are now deﬁned differently.
In Fig. 5, the single diff area on Level 6 and the single diff area on
Level 7 are removed areas, as indicated by their red borders; these
areas existed in ATfrom but no longer exist in ATto. It is important to
display the removed areas in the DAT ﬁgure, even though these
areas no longer exist in ATto, to capture the important change(s)
that resulted in their removal. For example, several editing opera-
tions led to the yellow Level 6 area being removed: three classes
(e.g., Cox regression) were removed from the Entity hierarchy (E3)
and the class Outcome analysis speciﬁcation is summarized by a dif-
ferent introduced area, {has part, part of, has analysis method, has
analysis type} (Level 4) due to (E1).
In Fig. 5 {has part, part of, has element} is a modiﬁed area (with a
yellow border), because the class Populationwas removed from the
ontology (E3) and three new classes, Organism collection, Cohort
population, and Arm population, with the modiﬁed area’s object
property set, were added to the ontology (also E3). The new classes
inherited their object property set, because they are descendants of
Collection and they introduce no new object properties to the sub-
hierarchy. The unmodiﬁed areas are {has part, part of}, {has part,
part of, is division of}, {has part, part of, has semantic constraint,
has eligibility criterion}, and {has part, part of, duration, has start
time, has stop time}.
3.2. Diff Partial-area Taxonomy (DPAT)
In the past, the partial-area taxonomy has been used to sup-
port QA of ontologies [23,24,32,34] for various ontologies. A Diff
Partial-area Taxonomy (DPAT) summarizes the changes to the
subhierarchies of classes in each DAT area. Just as a partial-area
taxonomy is a reﬁnement of an area taxonomy into
partial-areas (i.e., semantically similar subgroups within the
structurally similar area groups), a DPAT reﬁnes a DAT by sum-
marizing subhierarchy changes, represented as changes to the
partial-areas in each area.
The derivation of the DPAT starts from the already derived DAT.
For each diff area A in the DAT, the changes to the subhierarchies of
has part, part of
5 Classes
has part, part of, 
is division of
2 Classes
has part, part of, has element
4 Classes 6 Classes
-1 Class Removed, +3 New Classes
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has part, part of, duraon, 
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Fig. 5. The visualization of the diff area taxonomy between the ontology excerpts in Figs. 3(a) and 4. The diff areas are organized into color coded levels according to the
number of their object properties. The level numbers appear at the left edge of the ﬁgure. Diff areas are shown with differed colored borders to indicate the type of diff area.
Modiﬁed areas, introduced areas, and removed areas are drawn with a yellow border, green border, and red border, respectively. Unmodiﬁed areas are shown with no border.
Child-of links are colored red, green, or black if they were removed, introduced, or unmodiﬁed, respectively. (Child-of links cannot be modiﬁed.)
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root classes of A in ATfrom is compared to the set of root classes of
A in ATto, in cases where A exists in both. If the two root sets are
not equal this indicates that partial-areas have been introduced
or removed (or both) from the area. Based on the identiﬁed
changes, four kinds of Diff Partial-areas are created.
(a) We deﬁne an Introduced Partial-area as a partial-area that
exists in area A in PATto but did not exist in A in PATfrom. A
partial-area is introduced to an area A whenever a root class
is added to A or stopped being a root of A. Partial-areas can
be introduced to any diff area that is not a removed area.
All partial-areas in an introduced area are by deﬁnition
introduced partial-areas.
(b) We deﬁne a Removed Partial-area as a partial-area that exists
in area A in PATfrom but not in A in PATto. A partial-area is
removed from an area whenever a root class is removed
from A. Partial-areas can be removed from any diff area that
is not an introduced area. All partial-areas in a removed area
are by deﬁnition removed partial-areas.
(c) If area A has one or more of the same root classes in both
PATfrom and PATto then the subhierarchies of classes from
both versions are compared. A Modiﬁed Partial-area is a
partial-area that exists in A in both PATfrom and PATto and
summarizes a different set of classes in PATto than in PATfrom.
(d) An Unmodiﬁed Partial-area is a partial-area that summarizes
the same set of classes in area A in PATfrom and in area A in
PATto.
We note that an unmodiﬁed area can contain modiﬁed, intro-
duced, and removed partial-areas. This occurs when the set of
classes summarized by the unmodiﬁed area remains the same
between Ofrom and Oto but the subhierarchies of classes change
within the diff area. For example, if a descendant of a root class
in A is made a sibling of the root class then a partial-area isintroduced within the unmodiﬁed area. Similarly, if a class is sum-
marized by two partial-areas in PATfrom (which are, thus, not dis-
joint) but only one partial-area in PATto, the diff area can still be
unmodiﬁed. We also note that the deﬁnition of child-ofs between
diff partial-areas follows that of the child-ofs between diff areas.
The DPAT consists of a visualization and a textual list of differ-
ences. The visualization of a DPAT is composed of a reﬁned DAT
visualization where the DPAT partial-areas are shown within their
respective DAT areas. Fig. 6(a) shows the visualization of the DPAT
capturing the changes from the ontology version shown in Fig. 3(a)
to the new version in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6(b) shows a colored example of text-based output for the
DPAT between the ontologies in Figs. 3(a) and 4. The background
color alternates between brighter and darker shades, in order to
visually separate different areas. The text-based output is com-
bined with the visualization to provide more details about the
modiﬁcation of each affected taxonomic element.
In Fig. 6(a), the introduced partial-area Outcome analysis speciﬁ-
cation appears in the area {has part, part of, has analysis method, has
analysis type} (Level 4) and the introduced partial-area Relative time
point in the area {has part, part of, duration, has anchor time, has off-
set} (Level 5). Both of these diff areas are introduced areas, as indi-
cated by their green borders. Note that the green, red, and yellow
colors of the areas in levels 3, 5, and 6, respectively, do not commu-
nicate changes to the areas, but are the colors of the different
levels. At the same time, Outcome analysis speciﬁcation and
Relative time point are removed partial-areas in the removed areas
of Levels 6 and 7. Occurrences of identically named introduced and
removed partial-areas reﬂect the changes in object properties of
their root class in the DPAT. In both of these cases the classes were
removed from the domains of the object properties as a result of
the errors discovered in Ochs et al. [23].
Collection in {has part, part of, has element} is a modiﬁed
partial-area because one class was removed from the ontology
and three new classes were added to the ontology as descendants
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Fig. 6a. The visualization of the DPAT between Figs. 3(a) and 4. Modiﬁed, introduced, and removed partial-areas are shown with a light yellow, light green, and light red
background, respectively. A summary of changes is shown below the number of classes summarized by each partial-area. Unmodiﬁed partial-areas are shown with white
background. Child-of links between partial-areas are colored red, green, and black if they are removed, introduced, or unmodiﬁed, respectively.
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unmodiﬁed partial-areas.3.3. DPATs ontology evolution phases
DPATs highlight groups of similar classes that underwent some
kind of structural change between two ontology releases. By deriv-
ing a DPAT for two ontology releases, a curator has access to a sim-
pliﬁed view that allows her to focus on the important changes that
occurred. During the various stages of ontology evolution, these
changes may occur for different reasons. During the initial devel-
opment stages of an ontology, and during expansion stages, signif-
icant amounts of new knowledge, e.g., classes and properties, will
be added. In a DPAT, this type of evolution will be reﬂected by
many introduced and modiﬁed partial-areas. If an ontology under-
goes a phase of quality assurance, then existing content will be
modiﬁed. In such a case, there may be relatively more removed
areas and removed partial-areas than in an expansion phase.
When two or more ontologies are merged together, many different
kinds of editing operations are applied, including the addition and
removal of entities from the source ontologies. For example, redun-
dant classes and properties may be removed.
During each phase of ontology evolution, an ontology curator
should review a DPAT after one or more editing operations are
applied. In particular, the curator should review classes that are
summarized by added, removed, and modiﬁed partial-areas. For
example, if the domain of an object property is changed, then thecurator should review the classes in the added and removed
partial-areas to ensure they have the correct sets of object proper-
ties. Similarly, if a subclass relationship is established or removed
between two classes, then the curator should review all of the diff
partial-areas that contain the descendants of the modiﬁed class to
ensure that the inheritance of object properties is still correct.
During the merging process, the integrated content should be
reviewed to ensure the classes are within the domain of the correct
sets of object properties. This can be accomplished by reviewing
the added and removed partial-areas. To ensure that there is no
redundancy in a subhierarchy of classes, modiﬁed partial-areas
can be reviewed.
4. Results
To illustrate the utility of diff taxonomies we derive DPATs for
ontologies that have gone through different kinds of evolutionary
phases. For the quality assurance phase we illustrate DPATs for
the Ontology of Clinical Research (OCRe) and the Sleep Domain
Ontology (SDO). OCRe also underwent additional expansion unre-
lated to the QA phase. For the case of two ontologies being merged,
we illustrate a DPAT for the eagle-i Research Resource Ontology
(ERO), which was recently merged [25] with the VIVO Ontology
for Researcher Discovery (VIVO) [44]. OCRe, SDO, and ERO are pub-
licly available on the NCBO BioPortal [33] ontology repository.
For each ontology we investigate the DPAT’s ability to visualize
and summarize the changes between releases, compare the DPAT
to the output of a traditional ontology diff tool, and review portions
{has part, part of, has analysis method, has analysis type, has dependent variable, has 
independent variable}
Removed Partial-area: Outcome analysis specification (4 Classes 0 Classes)
Removed: Outcome analysis specification (Modified)
Removed: Cox regression (Removed from hierarchy)
Removed: Dependent variable ordinal (Removed from hierarchy)
Removed: Univariate analysis (Removed from hierarchy)
{has part, part of, duration, has start time, has stop time, has anchor time, has offset}
Removed Partial-area: Relative time point (1 Class 0 Classes)
Removed: Relative time point  (Modified)
Removed Areas
{has part, part of, has analysis method, has analysis type}
Added Partial-area: Outcome analysis specification (0 Classes 1 Class)
Added: Outcome analysis specification (Modified)
{has part, part of, duration, has anchor time, has offset}
Added Partial-area: Relative time point (0 Classes 1 Class)
Added: Relative time point  (Modified)
Introduced Areas
{has part, part of, has element}
Modified Partial-area: Collection (4 Classes 6 Classes)
Removed: Population  (Removed from ontology)
Added: Arm population (Added)
Added: Cohort population (Added)
Added: Organism collection (Added)
Modified Areas
(No Changes)
Unmodified Areas
Fig. 6b. Color-coded text output for the DPAT between Figs. 3(a) and 4. The text output is composed of changes grouped by area change type (e.g., removed or modiﬁed area).
Within each type, the list of affected areas is shown. Indented under each area is a list of modiﬁcations to the partial-areas within the area. The modiﬁcations to the set of
classes summarized by each partial-area are listed indented under the partial-area root (which is its name).
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sistent or incorrect modeling in the ontology.
As described in Background, OCRe and SDO both underwent a
phase of QA. We identiﬁed, together with their curators, several
errors and inconsistencies that were conﬁrmed and corrected. In
both cases we derived taxonomies before and after our QA review
[23,24] and manually compared pairs of taxonomies. In this study
we derived DPATs for these ontologies to examine the reﬂection of
the exact changes that were implemented due to our QA reports
(i.e., traced evolution [45]). This allows us to illustrate how different
changes are captured by the DPAT. Additionally, following the
methodology of Section 3.3, we review the diff partial-areas in the
in the OCRe and SDO DPATs to ensure that the corrections did not
result in any unintended or erroneous changes.We use the ontology
release before the QA review and the ontology release immediately
after the errors uncovered during the QA review were corrected
ERO represents a case of ontology evolution due to merging. In
comparison to OCRe and SDO, ERO underwent a signiﬁcantly more
complex series of editing operations. For this study, this represents
a case of untraced evolution [45]; we were unaware of the speciﬁc
changes which occurred when deriving the DPAT. To obtain insight
into how the ERO DPAT captures various design decisions made
during the merging process we collaborated with (MH) and (MB),
ERO’s curators and co-authors on this paper.
To illustrate howDPATs summarize changes between two ontol-
ogy releases, andhowtheymay capturemore changes thana regular
structural diff, we compare the information provided by the DPAT
(including the textural output) to a diff created using the
‘‘Compare Ontologies’’ feature in Protégé [14], which is based onthe OWL Difference Engine [30]. For short, we’ll refer to this tool
as ‘‘Protégé diff.’’
To derive the OCRe, SDO, and ERO diff taxonomies, we have
built a prototype software tool (see Future Work) that produces
DATs and DPATs. The tool is implemented in Java using the OWL
API [46]. The output of the tool is used to create DAT and DPAT
visualizations (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6) and to explore which changes
affected the classes summarized by each diff taxonomy element.
Additionally, the tool provides a list of editing operations which
affected each DAT/DPAT element.
4.1. Ontology of clinical research DPAT
The OCRe Entity hierarchy DPAT (Fig. 7) captures the structural
changes that occurred due to the corrections implemented by
OCRe’s curator and a co-author (ST). OCRe also underwent addi-
tional editing unrelated to our QA review. The complete DPAT
has two modiﬁed partial-areas, three deleted partial-areas, and
three added partial-areas, summarizing the changes to 32 classes
(see diff areas with yellow, red, and green borders, respectively).
Eighteen partial-areas are unmodiﬁed. The details of the editing
operations that affected each DPAT element are provided in the
textual output of the DPAT tool.
Consider the two errors mentioned in background: the erro-
neous inclusion of 33 statistical classes and the incorrect subclass
relationship between Relative time point and Time interval. To cor-
rect these errors, OCRe’s curator applied several editing operations,
the results of which are summarized by the elements of the DPAT.
The removal of the 33 statistical classes is highlighted by the
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From the removed partial-area one can see that the 33 classes were
removed from the hierarchy (‘‘33 Removed’’) and one class
(Outcome analysis speciﬁcation) was modiﬁed, as it now is summa-
rized by the introduced partial-area on Level 4. From this view, one
can see that Outcome analysis speciﬁcation now is in the domain of
fewer object properties; speciﬁcally it is no longer in the domain of
has dependent variable and has independent variable. The changes to
Relative time point are similarly reﬂected.has part, part of, is 
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In comparison, the Protégé diff identiﬁed 27 modiﬁed entities
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removed, which is not captured by the DPAT shown in Fig. 7, but is
captured by a DPAT derived using property restrictions (like for
SDO’s DPAT). The remaining 12 modiﬁed entities relate to the addi-
tion and removal of classes and changes to object property domains,
e.g., duration. Without a DPAT, identifying the 12 structural changes
requires a user to manually review each change in the standard diff.
Furthermore, the standard diff did not provide a view that shows the
deﬁnition of the classes impacted by the change, e.g., Relative time
point, which already had the has offset object property.
In comparison with the Protégé diff, the DPAT provided a more
accurate and concise view of the implicit structural changes that
occurred. The Protégé diff did not explicitly identify the removal
of the 33 statistical classes from the hierarchy, which was a major
change. The only differences identiﬁed, that were related to this
change, were the modiﬁcations to the domains of object properties
has dependent variable and has independent variable. The removal of
the classes from the hierarchy is only apparent after applying a
reasoner (e.g., Hermit [43]) to the ontology and performing a man-
ual comparison of the output and the input.
Following the recommendations in Section 3.3, we reviewed the
added and removed areas and partial-areas in the OCRe DPAT to
determine if their classes are in the domain of the correct set of
object properties. In Fig. 7, we ﬁnd the introduced partial-area
Relative time point in the introduced area {has part, part of, duration,
has anchor time, has offset}. This diff area and this diff partial-area
were introduced due to the removal of an incorrect subclass rela-
tionship to Time interval [23], which corrected the erroneous inher-
itance of two object properties (has start time, has stop time) by
Relative time point.
After reviewing this introduced area in the DPAT, we identiﬁed
that Relative time point has another incorrect object property: dura-
tion, since a time point has no duration. Indeed, this object property
was determined to be redundant with has offset. When correcting
the Relative time point class, the domain of duration was changed
from only Time interval to Time interval or Relative time point, due
to the removal of the subclass relationship between Relative time
point and Time interval. Hence, the duration object property was no
longer inherited by the class Relative time point. Upon investigation,
it was found thatDurationwas previously used to express offsets for
relative time points but this should have changed when the object
property has offset was introduced to the ontology. (ST) conﬁrmed
the error and Relative time point was consequently removed from
the domain of the duration object property.
4.2. Sleep Domain Ontology DPAT
The corrections that were implemented during the QA review of
SDO resulted in many classes’ object property sets changing, as
captured by the 25 removed areas, 25 introduced areas, and four
modiﬁed areas (along with all of their diff partial-areas) in the
SDO DPAT in Figs. 8 and 9 (derived using the inferred versions of
SDO). When there is this much structural change between two
releases of an ontology, in terms of the sets of object properties
and their domains, there is a greater chance of a class being in
the domain of incorrect set of object properties.
By reviewing the introduced partial-areas in the SDO’s DPAT,
we identiﬁed several problems with the object properties for the
equivalent classes. Even though the clinical ﬁnding partial-area on
Level 3 was (correctly) removed and 42 of its classes are now sum-
marized by the clinical ﬁnding modiﬁed partial-area in the Level 6
modiﬁed area {a representation of, composed by, has ﬁnding site,
hasRole, output of, subject of clinical record}, we found an intro-
duced partial-area clinical ﬁnding (with one class) on Level 4 in
the modiﬁed area {a representation of, composed by, output of, sub-
ject of clinical record}. Similarly, we still found diagnosis introducedat Level 4 (and removed from Level 1) in {composed by, describes/is
a representation of, includes, subject of clinical record} (the object
properties in bold are extra).
But the equivalent class clinical diagnosis is in {composed by,
describes/is a representation of, hasRole, hypothesized problem,
output of, subject of clinical record}. The object properties for equiv-
alent classes should be equivalent. However, as shown in bold,
they are not. For diagnosis, one is not even a subset of the other.
By reviewing the added and removed partial-areas that contain
the classes that were edited, several inconsistencies were identi-
ﬁed. Both equivalent classes should have the union of the two sets
of object properties, as conﬁrmed by SDO’s curator.
The Protégé diff for the SDO identiﬁed one added class, ten
removed classes, and seven other structural changes (e.g., the
equivalences described above). Unlike OCRe, which underwent
development unrelated to our QA review, the SDO only changed
due to the error corrections described by us [24]. However, the
Protégé diff did not provide a complete picture of the changes that
occurred, particularly in regards to inheritance of object properties.
For example, while the Protégé diff identiﬁed the added equiv-
alence axioms between the two clinical ﬁnding classes, it did not
capture how this change affected their many descendent classes.
Furthermore, the Protégé diff did not provide a way of directly
comparing the properties for the classes that were declared equiv-
alent. Additionally, it did not uncover that the object property sets
for these equivalent classes were not equivalent, as found in the
DPAT. Uncovering these changes without a DPAT requires a man-
ual comparison of the SDO before and after the QA review.
4.3. eagle-i Research Resource Ontology DPAT
The eagle-i Research Resource Ontology (ERO) [47] was devel-
oped as part of the eagle-i project [48], which enables biomedical
researchers to discover scientiﬁc resources via a searchable network
of resource repositories. These repositories are curated by over 20
different research institutions [48]. Like the SDO, ERO imports the
content of several external ontologies, including BFO and OCRe.
However, ERO differs from OCRe and SDO in that it is used to drive
applications for data entry and search. ERO is composed of several
modules. Notably, the representation of research resource data is
in a separate module from the representation of application speciﬁc
data used to control the appearance and behavior of the user inter-
face.Many of ERO’s classes and properties in the applicationmodule
were designed to drive eagle-i’s user interface and the various data
collection tools used in the eagle-i project.
Unlike OCRe and SDO, which had a relatively small number of
local editing operations applied to correct modeling errors uncov-
ered during our quality assurance reviews, ERO underwent a sig-
niﬁcantly more complex sequence of editing operations. ERO was
merged with the VIVO ontology, which covers the orthogonal but
overlapping domain of researcher interests, activities, and accom-
plishments. We derived a DPAT for the version of ERO before the
merge (August 2013 release on BioPortal) and the version after
the merge (available at [49]), with the goal of summarizing the
major structural changes that occurred due to the merge.
The ERO DPAT, which has 26 levels, is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
Child-of links from diff partial-areas in Fig. 11 that have a parent
diff partial-area in Fig. 10 are not shown. The structural changes
resulting from the merge are summarized by the 57 introduced
areas, 48 removed areas, and one modiﬁed area (the root area) of
ERO’s DPAT. Like OCRe, most of ERO’s areas are singly-rooted,
meaning there is only one partial-area in most areas.
The most signiﬁcant structural change highlighted by ERO’s
DPAT is the highly desirable overall reduction in complexity, in
terms of number of object properties used to deﬁne ERO’s classes.
This change is reﬂected in the large number of removed areas at
Fig. 8. The top half of the Sleep Domain Ontology’s Diff Partial-area Taxonomy. An excerpt of the child-of links between added/removed diff partial-areas is shown.
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Fig. 9. The bottom half of the Sleep Domain Ontology’s Diff Partial-area Taxonomy.
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Fig. 10. The top portion of the ERO Diff Partial-area Taxonomy, summarizing all classes with 0–11 object properties.
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has biosafety level, has documentaon, has phenotype 
annotaon, has sequence alteraon, infects target 
organism, organism generated from construct, 
produced by, produces, related technique, +4 more
agent in, derived into, derives from, 
funded by, has contact, has residency 
requirement, inheres in, is realized by, 
located in, +4 more
research opportunity
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, 
has funcon, has role, is 
manufactured by, located in, 
locaon of, parcipates in, +4 more
material enty
0 Classes
(-17 Removed, -36 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives 
from, funded by, has contact, has 
residency requirement, inheres 
in, is realized by, +5 more
protocol
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives 
from, derives from organism or 
virus, has funcon, has role, is 
manufactured by, located in, 
locaon of, +5 more
Immunugenic material
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
achieves planned objecve, funded by, has agent, has 
documentaon, has parcipant, has PI, has speciﬁed 
input, has speciﬁed output, has topic, +6 more
research project
0 Classes (-2 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has 
funcon, has role, is manufactured by, located 
in, locaon of, parcipates in, +6 more
biological target
0 Classes (-10 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has 
contact, has documentaon, has input type, has 
manufacturer, has topic, is encoded in, +7 more
database
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has 
contact, has documentaon, has topic, located 
in, locaon of, parcipates in, +7 more
service oﬀering
0 Classes (-17 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has contact, has 
documentaon, has funcon, has manufacturer, has 
role, is manufactured by,  +7 more
reagent
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
achieves planned objecve, funded by, has 
agent, has contact, has documentaon, has 
parcipant, has PI, has speciﬁed input, has 
speciﬁed output, has topic, +8 more
human study
0 Classes (-19 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has contact, has 
documentaon, has funcon, has manufacturer, has role, is 
manufactured by, +8 more
instrument
0 Classes
(-3 Removed, 
-897 Modified)
reagent library
0 Classes
(-12 Modified)
chemical reagent
0 Classes
(-7 Modified)
microarray
0 Classes (-5 Modified)
gene knockdown reagent
0 Classes (-2 Modified)
achieves planned objecve, funded by, has 
agent, has contact, has documentaon, has 
parcipant, has phase, has PI, +9 more
clinical trial
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, 
has contact, has documentaon, has 
funcon, has manufacturer, has role, 
has sequence alteraon, +9 more
protein reagent
0 Classes (-3 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, 
derives from organism or virus, has 
contact, has documentaon, has funcon, 
has manufacturer, has role, +9 more
nucleic acid library
0 Classes (-31 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has 
funcon, has phenotype annotaon, has 
phenotypic sex, has role, has sequence 
alteraon, has viability, +9 more
human subject
0 Classes (-1 Removed)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has contact, has 
documentaon, has funcon, has phenotype annotaon, 
has role, has sequence alteraon, +10 more
organism
0 Classes (-2 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, expressed in 
organism, has contact, has documentaon, has 
funcon, has manufacturer, has role, +10 more
construct
0 Classes (-21 Classes)
agent in, derived into, derives from, derives from 
organism or virus, has contact, has documentaon, 
has funcon, has manufacturer, has role, +10 more
nucleic acid reagent
0 Classes (-14 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, derives 
from organism, has anbody target, has 
contact, has documentaon, has funcon, 
has immunogenic material, +11 more
anbody reagent
0 Classes (-2 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, funds, 
has aﬃliaon, has contact, has funcon, 
has member, has role, +11 more
organizaon
0 Classes (-20 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, expressed in 
organism, has contact, has documentaon, has 
funcon, has manufacturer, has role,  +11 more
viral plasmid
0 Classes (-6 Modified)
agent in, author of, derived into, derives 
from, has experse, has funcon, has role, 
is contact for, is director of, +12 more
person
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has 
contact, has documentaon, has 
funcon, has phenotype annotaon, has 
role, has sequence alteraon, +12 more
non viral organism
0 Classes (-992 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, funds, has aﬃliaon, has 
contact, has director, has funcon, has member, +12 more
Associaon
0 Classes 
(-1 Modified)
Center
0 Classes 
(-1 Modified)
Consorum
0 Classes 
(-1 Modified)
Foundaon
0 Classes 
(-1 Modified)
Funding organizaon
0 Classes  (-1 Modified)
Instute
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
Library
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, anbody produced by, derived 
into, derives from, derives from organism, 
has anbody target, has contact, has 
documentaon, has funcon, +12 more
monoclonal anbody reagent
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, funds, 
has aﬃliaon, has contact, has funcon, 
has member, has PI, +13 more
Laboratory
0 Classes (-3 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, has biosafety 
level, has contact, has documentaon, has funcon, 
has phenotype annotaon, has role, +13 more
Viruses
0 Classes (-48 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, funds, 
has aﬃliaon, has contact, has director, has 
funcon, has member, +14 more
Core laboratory
0 Classes (-1 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, derives from 
material anatomical enty, derives from 
organism, derives from specimen, has contact, has 
derived specimen, has documentaon, +14 more
biological specimen 
0 Classes (-4 Modified)
chieves objecve, agent in, derived into, derives 
from, has contact, has documentaon, has funcon, 
has input type, has manufacturer, +14 more
soware 
0 Classes (-3 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, derives from cell line, derives 
from material anatomical enty, derives from organism, 
expresses construct, has co-developed line, has contact, +15 more
cell line 
0 Classes (-7 Modified)
agent in, derived into, derives from, derives from cell line, derives 
from material anatomical enty, derives from organism, 
expresses construct, has co-developed line, has contact, +16 more
induced pluripotent stem cell line 
0 Classes (-1 Removed)
funds, has aﬃliaon, has director, has member, 
has PI, is agent in, performs, performs human 
study, provides service, +6 more
Core laboratory
1 Class (+1 Modified)
funds, has aﬃliaon, has director, 
has member, is agent in, performs 
human study, provides funding 
through, provides service, 
publisher of, +5 more
Funding organizaon
1 Class (+1 Modified)
chieves objecve, has 
documentaon, has input type, has 
manufacturer, has output type, has 
soware license, is encoded in, 
produced by, produces, + 5 more
soware
3 Classes (+3 Modified)
derives from material anatomical enty, derives 
from organism, derives from specimen, has 
derived specimen, has documentaon, has 
preparaon technique, is matching specimen, 
matching specimen, produced by, + 5 more
biological specimen
4 Classes (+4 Modified)
funds, has aﬃliaon, has member, 
has PI, is agent in, performs, 
performs human study, provides 
service, publisher of, + 5 more
laboratory
3 Classes (+3 Modified)
Viruses
48 Classes (+48 Modified)
funds, has aﬃliaon, has director, has member, is agent in, performs 
human study, provides service, publisher of, subcontracts grant, +4 more
Associaon
1 Class
(+1 Modified)
Center
1 Class
(+1 Modified)
Consorum
1 Class
(+1 Modified)
Foundaon
1 Class
(+1 Modified)
Funding organizaon
1 Class (+1 Modified)
Instute
1 Class (+1 Modified)
Library
1 Class (+1 Modified)
anbody produced by, derives from organism, has 
anbody target, has documentaon, has 
immunogenic material, has manufacturer, produced 
by, produces, related immunotechnique, +3 more
monoclonal anbody reagent
1 Class (+1 Modified)
funded by, has documentaon, has PI, has 
speciﬁed input, has speciﬁed output, has 
topic, human study performed by, 
realizes, realizes protocol, +3 more
human study
19 Classes (+19 Modified)
has documentaon, has phenotype annotaon, 
has sequence alteraon, model of, organism 
generated from construct, produced by, produces, 
related technique, used to study, +3 more
non viral organism
999 Classes
(+7 Added, +992 Modified)
funds, has aﬃliaon, has member, is 
agent in, performs human study, provides 
service, publisher of, subcontracts grant, 
successor organizaon, +3 more
organizaon
20 Classes (+20 Modified)
derives from material anatomical enty, derives 
from organism, expresses construct, has 
documentaon, has manufacturer, model of, 
produced by, produces, related technique, +3 more
cell line
7 Classes (+7 Modified)
derives from material anatomical enty, 
derives from organism, expresses 
construct, has documentaon, has 
manufacturer, is manufactured by, has 
funcon, has role, +4 more
Clinical trial
6 Classes (+5 Added, +1 Modified)
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Level #
Fig. 11. The bottom portion of the ERO Diff Partial-area Taxonomy. Most of the diff areas at lower levels are removed areas due to the reduction in ERO’s complexity.
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increasing order according to the number of object properties of
the areas) and the large number of introduced areas at the top
(Fig. 10). For example, before the merge, the class cell line (Level
24 in Fig. 11) and its six descendants were in the domain of 24object properties (16 by inheritance from reagent (1), eight intro-
duced explicitly at cell line). After the merge, cell line (the rightmost
introduced partial-area in the top level (Level 12) in Fig. 11) and its
descendants are in the domain of only 12 object properties (7
inherited, 5 introduced).
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First, the ontology’s set of object properties was signiﬁcantly chan-
ged. A total of 36 object properties were removed and 91 object
properties were added. This affected many classes. For example,
cell line was implicitly in the domain of the object property agent
in, whose domain was deﬁned as continuant. The object property
agent in was removed from the ontology. Some of these removals
happened because a newer version of the Relations Ontology
(RO) [50] was imported.
Prior to the merge, eight object properties imported from RO
had continuant assigned as a domain. All of these object properties
are no longer in the ontology after the merge. Thus, the many
descendants of continuant are no longer implicitly in their
domains. Several of these object properties were replaced with
object properties from a newer version of RO that had no domains
(e.g., has participant). However, their sub properties (e.g., has spec-
iﬁed input, a sub property of has participant), retained the same
domains after the merge.
In regards to the 91 newly added object properties, from the
DPAT one can see that these newly introduced properties have
domains that are mostly disjoint, since there are few classes that
are in the domain of many object properties. There are a total of
13 introduced areas in the top four levels of Fig. 11 but 26 removed
areas in levels 16–25. After the merge, the most complex class is
core laboratory, with 15 object properties, as compared to the most
complex class before the merge, induced pluripotent stem cell line,
with 25 object properties.
The DPAT view shows that by adding more object properties
than were removed, ERO became richer in terms of types of prop-
erties used to deﬁne classes, but also simpler in its model, as the
number of object properties per class was reduced.
The second kind of change that led to a reduction in complexity
was themodiﬁcation of various object property domains. For exam-
ple, before themerge, thedomainof the object propertyhas sequence
alteration was (cell line or protein reagent or nucleic acid reagent or
human subject or organism). After the merge, the introduced
partial-area cell line is no longer in the object property’s domain.
By comparing the object properties of the removed partial-area
cell line and the introduced partial-area cell line, we found that no
new object properties were added to cell line, ﬁve removed object
properties were removed from RO (agent in, derived into, derives
from, located in, and location of), one RO object property’s domain
was modiﬁed (participates in), three ERO object properties were
removed (derives from cell line, has co-developed line, and has contact),
and one ERO object property was modiﬁed (has sequence alteration).
(MB), an ERO curator and a co-author, reviewed a sample of adde-
d/removed diff area pairs that contained classes deﬁned by ERO
(e.g., Document, Organization, Person, and Technique) and conﬁrmed
that the classes are in the correct set of object property domains.
Another major structural change for ERO is evident from
the very large introduced partial-areas in the DPAT, e.g., the infor-
mation content entity introduced partial-area in the introduced area
{is about} summarizes 9266 classes. Over 8,800 of these classes are
new to ERO. Most were imported from other ontologies, e.g., the
Mammalian Phenotype Ontology (MP) [51] and the Software
Ontology (SWO) [52]. Similarly, most of the 7727 added classes
in the introduced partial-area material entity (7758) are imported
from UBERON [53]. From the DPAT, one can see the property struc-
ture of the classes imported from these ontologies.
The Protégé diff of ERO was several orders of magnitude larger
than the Protégé diffs for OCRe and SDO. A total of 19,256 entities
(mostly classes) were identiﬁed as created, 159 were deleted, 27
were renamed, and 609 were modiﬁed. Reviewing each of these
changes (20,051 in total) is impractical. In comparison with the
DPAT, the Protégé diff is overwhelming to the point of being prac-
tically unusable.5. Discussion
In this paper we introduced the innovative idea of Diff
Abstraction Networks. The need for a Diff AbN methodology
emerged out of feedback obtained from the ontology curators we
worked with in our previous studies [23,24]. Diff AbNs summarize
and visualize the structural changes that occurred between two
ontology releases, an idea not found in any other publication dur-
ing our literature review. A curator can inspect the change sum-
mary provided by the DAT and DPAT to review global changes, as
well as determine if the changes have any unintended
side-effects (e.g., incorrectly assigned or inferred object property
domains). In particular, due to the summary, the curator could
quickly determine if the classes in the various areas and
partial-areas have the intended object properties.
Such a detection of unintended consequences is less likely if the
curator needs to review an OWL-based structural diff between
ontologies [17–19] since the amount of information would be over-
whelming, as detailed for the SDO audit [24]. Furthermore, unin-
tended and erroneous changes may be identiﬁed by reviewing a Diff
AbN for nonconsecutive releases, since some unintended changes
may not be detected for consecutive pairs of releases, but may be
detected between releases that are farther apart, due to the cumula-
tive impact of the changes made between consecutive releases.
In comparison with standard ontology diff approaches, which
generally only identify individual changes per-entity (e.g., class
or property), the Diff AbN approach shows the global impact of
an editing operation. With the Diff AbN a user does not have to
manually scan through potentially hundreds or thousands of
entries to identify important structural changes. Furthermore, the
Diff AbN approach shows the implicit changes that occur due to
inheritance of properties within an ontology, e.g., for the many
descendants of Clinical ﬁnding in the SDO.
Notably, even when comparing diagrams of the complete before
taxonomy and after taxonomy of two releases it is difﬁcult for a
curator to notice the differences between them. She would have
to manually compare the classes and object properties of these
two taxonomies and detect the changes. This task is overwhelming
for the curator. Thus, we introduced the DPAT, which summarizes
the changes. As a matter of fact, the researchers of the current
paper failed to detect the above mentioned unintended changes,
even though they reviewed the before and after taxonomies of
OCRe and SDO and published the results [23,24].
Another potential use of Diff AbNs is to compare the stated and
inferred versions of an ontology to determine if the inferred
axioms are correct or have unintended consequences. An error
may not be easily detectable in the stated view but may become
apparent after a reasoner has been applied. The DAT and the
DPAT would show the structural differences between these two
views. By creating a DPAT between the stated version of OCRe
and the inferred version of OCRe (before our QA review), it would
be easier to identify the incorrect object property domains and the
erroneous inclusion of 33 statistical classes into OCRe’s Entity hier-
archy, discussed above.
One potential issue with the DAT and the DPAT is that they pro-
duce diagrams that are larger than the taxonomy diagrams of
Obefore and of Oafter. A DPAT shows all of the areas and
partial-areas of the ‘‘before partial-area taxonomy’’ and the ‘‘after
partial-area taxonomy.’’ For example, in the DPATs of the SDO
and the ERO (Fig. 8 and Figs. 10 and 11, respectively), there are
many pairs of added/removed areas and partial-areas. One way
of simplifying the DAT and DPAT is to deﬁne various views that
only show certain types of Diff AbN elements. For example, if a
curator is only interested in what has changed, then she can hide
unmodiﬁed areas and unmodiﬁed partial-areas. Alternatively, the
curator can view only introduced areas and partial-areas, etc.
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within diff partial-areas (e.g., changing the subclass hierarchy
within an unmodiﬁed partial-area) are not identiﬁed. For such a
case, a structural diff excerpt for the changed classes within the
partial-area could be reviewed, thus producing a targeted partial
ontology diff that does not overwhelm a user.
In addition to comparing Protégé diff outputs with DPATs, we
asked (ST), (SA), and (MH), the curators of OCRe, SDO, and ERO,
respectively, and co-authors of the current paper, to comment on
how they used structural diff tools during the previously described
development phases [23–25]. After correcting the errors found by
Ochs et al. [23], (ST) did not use any diff tools to compare the
before and after versions due to the small number of relatively
simple changes. In general, he uses OWLDiff [18] when there is a
speciﬁc need to compare the axioms of two ontology versions.
When initially designing the SDO (SA) also occasionally used
OWL Diff. However, due to the limited beneﬁts he derived from
using it, he did not use it to compare the two releases of the SDO
reported in previous work [24]. In contrast (SA) found the DPAT
very helpful due to the visualization that compactly summarizes
changes. In comparison, OWL Diff presents changes in a
text-based indented hierarchy, which can be overwhelming in
length, making it difﬁcult to ﬁnd an important change.
During the merge of ERO and VIVO, the ERO development team
used an in-house diff tool [25], that integrates spreadsheet-based
information, e.g., class equivalences, with Protégé. Their diff tool
highlights different classes based on various modeling decisions.
They did not use any third-party diff tools, e.g., OWLDiff or
Protégé’s Compare Ontologies tool, due to the various needs and
levels of experience on the team responsible for the merge. (MH)
conﬁrmed that by combining the visualization of the DPAT with
an explanation of why the different DPAT elements changed (e.g.,
as we did for the cell line diff partial-areas), the Diff AbN approach
would be helpful when developing and merging ontologies.
A limitation of the DAT and DPAT methodology is they are only
applicable to ontologies which assign domains to object properties
or use object properties in restrictions. In He et al. [32] it was found
that 152/186 ontologies in BioPortal had at least one such object
properties while the remaining ontologies had none.
Furthermore, some of the 152 ontologies used object properties
in a limited fashion. To account for this we will explore new kinds
of Diff AbNs in future research (described below). For example, a
Diff AbN based on the Tribal Abstraction Network (TAN) [54] could
be used to summarize changes in ontologies which have multiple
inheritance in their class hierarchies.5.1. Future work
This paper presented a method for deriving Diff AbNs based on
object properties. We note that several kinds of Diff AbNs can be
derived, based on the structural features that are used for the
derivation, e.g., data properties can be used instead of object prop-
erties. The same general approach for Diff AbN derivation
described in this paper can be adapted accordingly. Future research
will investigate Diff AbNs based on data properties, equivalence
axioms, etc., and their use in uncovering unintended changes.
Ideally, errors should be identiﬁed and corrected already during
the development process of an ontology. If an ontology curator can
see the global impact of an editing operation before she modiﬁes
the ontology then certain kinds of errors can be avoided all
together. We will investigate the use of Diff AbNs to enable ‘‘what
if?’’ analysis in support of ontology development. As an ontology
curator is making changes she will be provided with a Diff AbN
that reﬂects the state of the ontology after a given potential editing
operation is applied. If the curator determines this Diff AbNexposes an anomaly then the potential editing operation would
not be applied to the ontology.
Amajor part of our AbN research is thedevelopment of a compre-
hensive software tool called the Biomedical Layout Utility for OWL
(BLUOWL) for automatically creating and visualizing AbNs for
OWLandOBOontologies. BLUOWL is based onour previously devel-
opedBLUSNOtool [55] for SNOMEDCT.Currentlyweareusingapro-
totype of this tool to produce DATs and DPATs. However, a major
component that is currently in development implements the visual-
ization of Diff AbNs. The visualization component will provide an
interactive environment that allows a user to explore Diff AbNs.
Selecting the different Diff AbN elements, e.g., introduced areas or
removed areas, will display the list of changes that occurred to the
classes summarized by that kind of element. Furthermore, the Diff
AbN tool will be able to provide an on-demand explanation of why
eachdiff area/diff partial-areawas introduced,modiﬁedor removed,
by listing the editing operation(s) that affected the diff area/diff
partial-area classes (e.g., the removal of an object property or addi-
tion of a subclass relationship). The Diff AbN tool will bemade avail-
able as a standalone application and as a Protégé plugin.
A common ontology design pattern, extensively used in
biomedical ontologies, is to import and reuse the content of other
ontologies, e.g., a top-level ontology like Basic Formal Ontology
(BFO) [12] or a top-domain ontology like the Ontology for
General Medical Science (OGMS) [41]. Ontology curators are likely
not interested in changes that happened within the imported
ontologies. As described in this paper with regards to the ERO,
the Diff AbN derivation technique considers all structural changes
between two versions of an ontology, including those that occurred
to content from imported ontologies. In some situations, this infor-
mation could be important for detecting errors and inconsistencies
in the ontology. Changes in the modeling of the imported ontology
could lead to unintended changes to the content added by an
ontology curator. However, if an ontology curator is not interested
in seeing these changes, she could instead derive a Diff AbN that
only captures the changes to her ontology. Such a feature is
planned for the Diff AbN tool.
Another visualization issue, which is illustrated by the SDO and
ERODPATs, is the emergence of many removed diff area/introduced
diff area pairs and corresponding diff partial-area pairs, summariz-
ing the changes in the object properties for the same set of classes.
A planned feature of the Diff AbN tool will identify corresponding
diff area/diff partial-area pairs in the DPAT and compare their sets
of object properties side-by-side. A similar issue is identifying
renamed entities. For example, in the ERODPAT there are two entity
diff partial-areas (one added, one removed). The root classes of these
two diff partial-areas are obviously referring to the same entity,
though their root classes have different URIs due to using a new ver-
sion of BFO in the later version of ERO. The Diff AbN tool will detect
these kinds of changes and treat them appropriately.
Finally, we will investigate the use of Diff AbNs to compare AbNs
of different granularity.Wepreviously compared the granularities of
different typesof taxonomies for theSDO[24]. ADiffAbNcanbeused
to compare AbNsof different granularities and to determinewhich is
best forQA. SuchaDiffAbNwill helpa curatorwith identifyingwhich
type of AbN does a better job in summarizing an ontology.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we introduced the notion of Diff Abstraction
Networks (‘‘Diff AbNs’’) for summarizing and visualizing the global
structural differences between two ontology releases. We
described the Diff Area Taxonomy (DAT) and Diff Partial-area
Taxonomy (DPAT) derivation methodologies for summarizing
changes related to object properties and their domains. DPATs
were derived, using a prototype tool, for the Ontology of Clinical
144 C. Ochs et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 56 (2015) 127–144Research (OCRe), Sleep Domain Ontology (SDO), and eagle-i
Research Resource Ontology (ERO). For OCRe and SDO, we illus-
trated how their DPATs reﬂect changes resulting from a small
number of changes due to a previously completed quality assur-
ance review. For ERO, the DPAT compactly summarized thousands
of changes that occurred due a merge with the VIVO ontology. The
OCRe, SDO, and ERO DPATs were compared to the output of
Protégé’s compare ontologies tool and DPATs were shown to com-
pactly summarize important changes within the ontology, many of
which were not reﬂected by the Protégé compare ontologies tool.
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